Trouble(s) : Manifesto


In 1948, Sartre proved with “Qu’est-ce que la littérature ?” that all written works by definition express political views. Through writing, an author reveals the surrounding world and thus must feel the urge to change it. When reading, one recreates the world unveiled by the author, and thus effectively changes it. Literature being fundamentally based upon this freedom - of both the author and the reader - it can only side with it. However, this is not an abstract, meaningless freedom, but one which is tangible, and which needs to be fought for every day. This is why the main purpose of literature is to go against that which hinders it. Literature is a fight and Trouble(s) (being a political magazine in the broader sense of the word) is a weapon.

The reasons for fighting are not scarce – they appear before our eyes daily: the conservatives in power want to see us dead. Workers, homosexuals, young people, leftists, pornocrats, hookers, immigrants; we are their targets. To have any chance of winning this fight to the death, we cannot rely upon the self-appointed left wing which, during the previous five years, cleared the way for the current spread of anti-social and security-concerned laws. We cannot rely on this intelligentsia, founder of a new reactionary way of thinking, a racist literature, or a bourgeois art. We do not consider a system which sees Sarkozy as the last defender of our freedom, as legitimate. We do not feel attached to a society which forces women into slavery. We refuse to be forced into its categories. We do not belong to any sect, nor to any party – if we had to, it would be that of freedom and thus of literature. We will bring down all types of domination (which have not been freely accepted) : sexual, social, economic, cultural… We can only rely on ourselves and we will fight.

Who are we? Sartre used to say that every author had to accept himself to be a fallen bourgeois who has sided with the workers. We may be bourgeois - not so much by birth - but by culture, by way of life, and by the social level of our readership.  But we are also workers; because as writers, our beliefs and our dreams push us to fight for a classless society. Therefore we are fallen bourgeois, fallen heterosexuals, fallen dominators, and we will forever be revolutionaries; favourable to direct democracy, and to applying these methods whilst fighting. We are queers, our identity and our sexual habits under constant transformation, free of any heteronormative conditioning. We are neither male nor female, both at once, favourable to SM and to the class struggle. We are prostitutes who refuse to sell their bodies. We take part in all fights, but never in the place of those to whom they belong. We are at war, and this time we will win. 

Trouble(s) is born. It is both a tool for thinking and for fighting. This one-hundred page long quarterly magazine will be divided up into three chapters : sexualities, politics and cultures. This rigid frame has been adopted despite the fact that we have undertaken a process of deconstruction/reconstruction (meaning that we consider the categories which make us up as being purely artificial thus enabling us to reinvent ourselves). It will allow us, through the displacement of meaning and bodies, to show that our sexuality, our culture and politics interact, that all three are tools in the hands of repression, and that all three can also one day be the downfall of this repression. We will pretend to respect the rules and the codes, but only to better ride roughshod over them and to show their lack of founding. Inquiries, interviews, short stories, and various tribunes will make up the principal part of our work – hopefully they will always be slightly off, never quite at the right place. Each issue will however gravitate around a main theme, which will run through all three chapters : power struggles (n°1), territories (n°2), opium (n°3), living  the other (n°4) – this being only a provisional list.

Because any written work calls upon the freedom of the reader, this magazine cannot come into existence without you. Replacing the traditional compilation of individual texts which make up a magazine, Trouble(s) is the ever-evolving thought of a group in motion. This accumulation of multiple layers – each layer adding itself to the others without negating their contribution – is possible only if Trouble(s), and more importantly its functioning, remains open to the public. That is why we invite you to join the magazine, and to do so at your own rhythm and according to your desires. That is also why once a month, Trouble(s) will hold an open meeting, for (future) writers, (future) readers, friends or simply walkers-by. It is also why Trouble(s) will not only be sold in politically involved and specialized newsagents but also in the street, in front of universities and during demonstrations.

It is because of all of this that Trouble(s) is a literary magazine. Our essays (with all the mistakes and uncertainties these may imply) can only be literary – as Sartre meant it – and our written works will be political. And if this isn’t enough to defend freedom, as Sartre reminds us “one day, the tip of the pen is forced to stop and that day the writer must take arms” . For that too we are ready.




Concerning Ravaillac :

This is where everything started, when Ravaillac was banned. Being an independent school newspaper at Henri IV, Ravaillac promoted freedom of expression within the school. It decided to put an end to the bizutage (first year initiation ceremonies), to conservatism, to elitism, and to the excessive prudery of the institution. Harassed for having used its freedom of speech, forbidden for having talked about sex (and for having shown it), Ravaillac refused to disappear without a fight. It therefore generated a significant media coverage, sued its censors, organised demonstrations, etc… And it finally happened: all its members were kicked out of Henri IV for having made themselves heard. In the kingdom of social reproduction, one must learn to shut up. We were bound to lose, but the adventure was worth it!

